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New Prof Brings Interest iD Culture ·and Society
.

_ by Wendy Anne Cohen
After three years in Thailand
with the Peace Corps, and five
years as a research attorney at
the American Bar Foundation,
Professor David Engel has joined the ranks of the law school
faculty.
Although this semester
marks Profess9r Engel's first as
a full-time law school faculty
member, he does bring some
teaching experience with him
to the job. During his three
years with the Peace Corps in
Thajland, he was involved both
in · teaching ·and in training
others to teach a variety of
subjects, primarily at the
elementary school level.
" I just told teachers they
had to be themselves, and not
w.orry about an abstract idea
of how they should teach, ,or
they wouldn' t be comfortable
or successful," he noted.
"UB is a very exciting place,
and it's generally recognized
as being an exciting place
elsewbere in the country," Pr<;>fessor Engel said. He finds the
law school's commitment to
the "Buffalo Model," and an

innovative approach to to start thinking about the.se
teaching encouraging: "It's issues in a comparative con
easy ~tQ get too entrenched in text," he added, noting the
tradit1ons that stretch back to similarity between his research
the :19th Century. It's good to in the Illinois community and
question things occasionally," in Thailand . ·· ·
he believes. .
'
The professor· is the· author
A,k.raduate of the University
of ,qfchigan. Law S~hool,: Profess9r,Engel spent five years at
the American Bar Foundation
in Chicago on. the rest:arch
staff, .designing and carrying
out . projects involving the
study of law in its- social con
text, His most recent project
· for the Foundation involved
studying the legal system in an
Illinois rnmmunity .
"I talked to lawyers, judges,
teachers, ministers, beauticians, and bartenders, " Pr.o
fessor Engel said, explaining
how he went about getting a
sense of "why and how the for
mal law was used on some oc
casions and not on others" in
the community .
Before joining the Bar Foun
dation, Professor Engel studied _ of Law and Kinship in Thailand
'the social impact of law in During the Reign of King
Thailand. "I spent three years Chulogkorn,- a study of
in Thailand in tlie Peace Corps, Thailand's traditional legal and
so I guess it was natural for me political system, and Code and
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made
knowingly
and
willingly." This semester he is
functions in a provincial set teaching a seminar entitled
ting. Professor Engel is a "Law, Culture and Society,"
member of the 6Q(nmittee on and a nine-week torts course
Asian Law and serves as a which began the second week
in November. Although a nine
representative for South Asia.
week torts course is a depar
ture from the traditional full
semester course, he· points out
that the number of class hours
will be equal to that of a full
term course, and he will just
have to "wait and see" how the
shortened course works. Pro
fessor Engel may also teach a
course in Southeast Asian legal
systems in the future, if there is
student interest.
A somewhat rusty violinist,
outside of the classroom Pro
fessor Engel enjoys music and
is interested in photography.
The Engels have two children,
Anya, four, and Mark, two, and
have settled in Eggertsville and
" We' re very happy here so far.
My wife enjoys it here and the
- by Larrr .Spielberg kids enjoy it," he said . Having
Professor Engel is aware that lived in Ann Arbor and
he will "certainly have less Chicago, Professor Engel is
time for research," particularly also used to snow, although
during his first year teaching, perhaps not in such quantities
but adds it's " a trade-off I as Buffalo receives .

Custom in a Thai Provincial
Court, a look at how Thai law

- 1n1on
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fundi6o of a free press is ,to comfort
the afflicted and afflict the comfortable."
- H. L. .Mepck~.!1
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Buffalo Proud of Its Long Maritime Tradition
required the manipulation of Great Lakes' commerce will miles to the Bay of Bisque and
both the Congress and the U.S. reveal' its vulnerability to the • the global sea routes . To this
Long before George Stein Coast Guard. There were kind of manipulation that the system, then plied by native
brenner befell the New York unions to be -bu Sled and owners used. Entrepreneurial 28-man canoe,s, came the comYankees, he'd worked the same money to be made; commerce capit<Jlism allowed the lakes's mercial European . The first
magic on Great Lakes ' was never for the taint ot shipping industry to grow " ship" \vas built by Francis La
- organically throui,:h the lYth Salle . In 1668 the 10-ton
maritime commerce. From his heart.
Anyway, George was -off to century when expansion peak- Frontenac was launched on
position as a Cleveland ship
ping maS£1ate and his leader the Big City and the ownership ed and maritime commerce Lake Ontario. He tried to sail
ship role in the Lake Carriers of a sports team - a very quickly became a Rockefeller
Association, he held reign over fashionable undertaking for fiefdom . On to history.
There are five of them the virtual disappearance of members ot his class who reAmerican Lakes' shipping . quire more immediate and ' Superior, Huron, Michigan,
the
George and his cohorts man pubJic affirmation of their Erie and Ontario
aged the shrinkage of ttie potency . I mean the detum es- greatest fresh water repository
American Great Lakes' fleet cent Yankees were for sale 'and in the world. And, navtgable;
they flow from the mid-North
Every Tu esday and Thursday
from 600 ships after WWI I to certainly George could get
... American land-mass, rich in night, SUNYAB law students
just over 100 today . An them up again .
A review of the history ot minerals and grains, 2,000 can be found in Room 201 Nor
awesome task, certainly, that
ton honing their advocacy
skills before a three-justice
panel of the Student-Wide
Judiciary (SW)). Whether an ar
raignment, hearing or appeal,
pros ec utors and defens e
coun selors are applying th e
fundamentals of trial techni
que and ,) learning to present
arguments based on· extensive
client and witn ess interview s.
Formplly es tablished. in the
ea rly 1970's , and until 1979
ombin ed with an fnt e r
Res idential Judiciary now sub
sumed by it, SWJ is an all stu
dent operat ed and funded
court. Its purpose is to provide
a fair hearing and a decision by
peers to student defendants
brought before it. The court's
jurisdiction extends to any
non-academic regulation of
The Waterfront - A study in decline

by Jim Newman

,

up lake despite native warn
ings that the Niagara River was
not passable. The Frontenac
went on the rocks within sight
of Niagara Falls . After the
necessary portage, La Salle
built the 60-ton Griffen in what
is now the Black Rock section
- Continued on page 4

SWJ Lawyers
Mete Out Justice
the Universi'ty not specifically
excluded by other University
statutes . It handles election
disputes , const i tu tiona I
challenges against constituent
student governments
and
disputes a
· ·i g between stu
dent gover ments, where SWJ
acts as ar · ator.
SW J's bench is composed of
student volunteer justkes, and
representatives from U B' s
Gradoate, Undergraduate, and
Mil lard Fillmore Student
Associations . These students •
act as both judge and jury
throughout their staggered
two-year terms . The court is
presided over and ad 
ministered by a Chief Justice
who is elected by the court.
Law student prosecutors
work out of UB' s Division of
Student Affairs under work-Continued on page J
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Editorial

Progressive Courses
Are Recommended
In this issue we continue the Opinion's introductory in
terviews with new faculty . The staff of the paper extends
its most sincere welcome to all new professors and is
grateful for the clinical and theoreticalcfepth they bring
to the teaching of law at UB. We believe that the
humanitarian and progressive concerns represented in the
new staff will complement the more traditional aspects of
our legal education .
We encourage students to take advantage of the course
offerings of professors who offer a more theoretical and
historical approach to the study of law . The critical focu s
of course offerings in labor law, legal history and civil
rights will not be available to most of us once we leave the
academic environment . Moreover, classes with professors
who hold ideas which challenge mainstream interpreta
tions of the law and society can provide an enlightening
forum for the discussion of disagreements.
Greater understanding of the relationship between law
and the social factors which engender it will enhance us
both as attorneys and as members of a deeply troubled
society. While technical skills are important for the prac
tice of law, a deeper comprehension of the forces underly
ing the development of legal concepts will make us more
effective advocates, especially in areas in which new law
and policy are being contemplated .
With society in a constant state of flux, students at UB
Law are fortunate to have devoted faculty members in
terested in societal change and social policy . It is the in
teraction of these two elements of modern society that
produce much of the challenge to be found in the study ot
law .

Law

students

are

strongly

advised

to

expose

themselves to the thought-pro·,oking c ourses available at
our law school.
~~~~~~~

Good Luck
on Finals
page two
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All S. B.A. funded organiza
tions are presently on proba
tion for violation of by-law 13.
The by-law, passed last April
by the S. B.A. board, sets up
certain requirements that each
organization must follow in
order to be considered for fun ding.
.
The requirements, which
take approximately one and a
half hours to comply with, are
in three parts . Each organiza
tion must simply:
1. Send a representative of
the organiz-ation to one S.B.A .
board meeting in the Fall
before Nov. 1 and one in the

Spring before Apr. 1 to report
on the group's activities and
plans .
2. Publish a letter in the
Opinion between Oct. 15 and
Mar. 15 describing ttie club' s
activities and plans .
3. Submit a list of ten
signatures of matriculated
students who are members of
the organization .
The organizations subject- to
compliance include: Center for
Public Interest Law, Women
Law Students Association ,
BALSA, HANALSA, National
Lawyers Guild, BCMS, En- vironmental Law Society, Opi
nion, PAD, Law Review, OSHA
Committee, Buffalo Public In
terest Law Program, and Inter
national Law Society.
All have failed to meet the
Nov. 1 deadline of sending a
representative to one S. B.A.
meeting. Only one organiza
tion has yet complied with #3 .
In spite of notification in the
beginning of the semester at a
treasurer's meeting violations
are still being committed .
These groups . depend on

S.B.A. funds for survival. It's
surprising that the interest in
continuing an organization is
slack enough to fail to comply
with an hour and a half com
pliance.
Each organization has now
been given recent individual
notification of the violation by
the Rules Committee, the
responsible S.B.A . organiza
tion . At the last Rules Commit
tee meeting it was decided
that this non-compliance with
the Nov.· 1 deadline would
reluctantly be waived . Further
non-compliance will be taken
into consideration in the future
when the S. B.A. Board votes on
requests for additional funds
and when the budget for next
year is compiled .
It' s in the organization' s and
law school ' s best interest to
follow this by-law. It makes
public the organization' s ac
t iv it i e's
which
in
creasesunderstanding by · the
student body of its functions .
This may increase participa
tion as well as awareness . All
will benefit.

Save ·Library for Truly Needy
To the Editor:
I agree wholeheartedly with
both the editorial of 10/22/81
and the letter ·from the first
year student on 11 / 5/81, with
some modifications.
Throw the little bastards out
of the ,library! Banish those
gum-snapping,
appl e
munching carreler? · but let's
not stop with the undergrads.
While we're making the library
a better place to study we
might as well get rid of the
· freshman law student s too.
They have no research tp do so
they don' t have to be in the
library. First year law students
don' t know what any of the
books are -for anyway . And
they can study Torts or
-Criminal . ·Law- anywhere. At
home: In their cars . In the base
ment of O'Brian . We should be
spared their hair-pulling, teeth
grinding anxiety attacks over
Contracts . My God , they were
given nine days· off from

school, what more do they
want?
.
While we're at it, we should
seriously consider the banish
ment of 3rd year students .
Listen, if they have jobs lined
up they don 't really have to
study and if they don' t have
jobs, they should get off their ·
behinds and find one . After all ,
if they can 't find jobs its gonna
reflect on the whole law
school, right? I mean, some of
them sit on the ledge all day
becduse they apparently don't
know how to make coffee and
have to hit on the vending
machines every ten minutes.
Ddn' t they have any kind of
social life? Maybe they' re try
ing to get dates. I hear some
people consider the law library
to be as good as a single's bar .
Speaking of singles, let's
send those married people
home where they belong. They
should be home taking care of
their spouses and/or children
and/or pets . That's what they

got married for! And divorcees
make me nervous, you know
what they say about them . Are
they really in the library to
study?
I think it goes without saying
that anyone who pays less tui
tion than I do should get the
boot. Got a TAP award or tui
tion waiver? Get a job . I pay
more, so I got more rights to
use the library.
Have I left anyone out? Oh
yeah, people with alligator
shirts because I don 't own one .
So there you ·have it. It makes
good sense that if we keep all
these people out of the library
I' ll be able to study and
research much more comfor
tably

.,

Sincerely yours,

A second-y~w law student
Wait.. a minute. Who 's gonna
ch_e~k 01;1t JTI-Y b<;>ok?
'.
.

Ethics .Que.stions Questioned
To the Editor:
I' ve decided not to take the
New York State Bar Examina
tion Professional Responsibili 
ty exam. Instead, I will petition
the New York Court of Appeal s
,rnd ask that body to waive the
ethics exam requirement in my
case .
I need a short and per
suasive argument in favor of
my request now. I'll start off by
saying how silly the ethics re
quirement is, that we all know
that in 20 years we ' ll probably
have broken the canons of
ethics many times, and that a
test of our knowledge of the
rules of ethics will not prove
anything .
Really what . I am saying
though is that we are a part of
a system where we are the
hired gun, the living auction,
with the' talent going to the
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highest bidder. Ethics is more
than how we act within the
legal community, it is in
essence how we act as moral
beings .
The Court of Appeals has ig
nored the reality of the legal
community and without hesita
tion, required all bar ap
plicants to · take a test which
examines little about actual
professional responsibilty from
a societal perspective, bur
rather tests the person on how
they interact with the client.
I' d rather not be a part of
this mockery of the legal
system . If I'm going to take a
test, I want to know what the

testers want to achieve by
tesfing me. In the present case,
there is little that may be ac
complished by testing a law
student about professional
responsibility.
Ethics is something that is
bred into people and is not
something a law student learns
in a law book. People change
enough during the course of
t-hree years of law school ,
basically emerging in most
cases as little more than sear
chers for the royal dough. The
ethics exam contributes little
to making for a better tawyer,
and actually does detriment to
the system known as moral
ethics . The test should be done
·away with, hopefully before
too many people bother to
take th.is inherently flawed ex
am .

Che Berkowitz

.,

DVF Wants Student Input
by Jill Paperno and
Anna Marie Richmond
The Distinguished Visitors
Forum (DVF) is an SBA
sponsored organization charg
ed with bringing speakers to
the law school who have some
measure of expertise and
recognition in a given area of
law or public policy .
While DVF has already con
tributed funds this year to the
International Human Rights
Law ahd Policy Forum and the
Klanwatch speaker of the
"Teach-in on the, New Right,"
the Forum is currently working
on bringing a major speaker
here next semester.
The members have iden
tified ten potential speakers,
including Melvin Belli, William
F. Buckley, Daniel Ellsberg,
Abe Fortas and James Watt, as
the major attraction this spr
ing.
DVF, just as many other
SBA-funded
groups,
is
operating on a reduced
budget. The total sum

allocated to the Forum for the

1981-82 academic year was
$1350. Since many major
speak~rs request more than

$2000 for an engagement, DVF
plans .to lobby other well
funded groups, such as the Stu
dent Association Speakers
Bureau and the SBA itself, for
aid in financing the major
speaker once · that person is
selected .
Last year, DVF followed a
policy of sponsoring speeches
by a greater number of lesser
known and less costly men and
women. This year the group is
sacrificing diversity for draw
ing power in an effort to iden
tify DVF with a successful ma
jor event. Hopefully this will
increase attendance for the
less well-known speakers, as
well as demonstrate that
greater funding is needed if the
Forum is to continue to bring
worthwhile speakers to the law
school.
The members of the Forum
are Carol Cuck, Chairwoman,

Campus Lawyers

•

Brad · Bennett, Rod DeWitt, Joe
McBride, Jill Paperno, Anna
by Frank Bolz
Marie Richmond a·nd Bill
representative to the commit
Sharp. Fortuitously, the seven
tee meeting to answer any
Despite substantial budget questions concerning the fun
individuals who' applied for ·
membership on the comlnittee cuts in the 1981 -1982 SBA ding request. Shortly after, a
(all were-accepted) represent a budget, funds are still formal vote is held. The
broad spectrum of political available for those organiza- treasurer abstains from voting
and social views. They general tions in need of additional fun- unless her vote is necessary for
ly agree that DVF's principle ding.· With the close of the a quorum .
objectives are to attract infor semester- approaching, only
If the proposal is approved,
mative speakers who represent five or so organizations have the next step is for the SBA
the various views and politics sought additional funding board to vote on the request at
of the student body.
through the SBA .
the next scheduled meeting of
Organi~ations seeking addi- the Board . The Board has the
Currently,
potential
tional funds must first submit a final say on the· proposal. If a
speakers are being considered
formal fund.ing request to the proposal is voted down in the
as a result of personal
Finance Committee . Sarah · 'Fi°h'an'·ce Committee, the
preferences and at the sugges
Hunt is the chairman of the organizatian has the right to
tions of friends and professors.
Finance Committee. The re- appeal the decision to the SBA
Final selection will be based maining seven mem.be.rs of the Board .
on broad criteria, including
committee are Anne DiFonza,
A ' final note is in order to
" topicality" and " drawing
John Hart, Nancy ·Hamburg, dispel the rumors echoing
power."
Sylvia Fordice, Greg Philips, through O'Brian H<\·11. The SBA
Students who would like to Rob Turkewitz and Scott currently has a work-s tudy stu
recommend speakers for DVF Oakley . Each committee dent working in the SBA office
to sponsor are asked to speak member receives a copy of the as a typist. None of the man
to a DVF member, contact one proposal before the scheduled datory student activity fees are
of the SBA directors or leave a weekly meeting of the commit- . being used to pick up the
message for Carol Cuck in the tee .' The organization re- wages of the typist. The Ad
questing funding sends a ministrati_o n is footing the bill.
SBA office.

•

•
- Continued from page ·1

study grants, and are supervis
ed by third-year student and
Chief Prosecutor Debbie
LoBello . Complaints against
any U B student can be filed
with the Prosecutor's Office by
Housing, Public Safety, or
another student. The Office
then determines the alleged
violation's · appliubility to
University rules and regula
tions . If, after investigation,
the complaint is found to lack
evidence or to be otherwise in
sufficient, the prosecutor will
not press charges .
Once the sufficiency of the
complaint is established, it is
filed with the Chief Justice
who then mails a copy to the
Defendant along with a subpeona to appear for arraignment. The Court informs the
Defendant by lette f th at he

the defendant need not enter a
defense. The court's decision is
based solely upon the
eviden·ce presented at the
hearing, and a_ defendant can
not be convicted solely on the
testimony of a co-defendant.
Justices are free to ask ques
tions of anyone at any time . If

I

ed over by the Chief Justices
from the three student associa
tions represented on SW). acts
as an appellate tribunal of last
resort, , except in cases of
disputes between governments
and constitutional and jurisdic
tional challenges, whereit acts
as a cou~t of first impression.

_ hy Cary Caines
L. -R.: Debbie LoBel/o, H ea d Pres .; Da ve Kimpel, SW/ Coordinator Croup Legal Services; Karen Korkuc, Chiet: Justice; John
Hart, Prosecutor; Mary Ellen Berger, Defense Counsel.

may contact Croup Legal Services (CLS) for counsel, or may
be represented by any person the defendant has been
of choice at the court pro- criminally charged, he has the
ceedings .
right to remain silent on any
Law student volur;iteer point which might tend to indefense counselors operate criminate him.
under the auspices of UB's CLS
Trial panels of the SW) are
and are supervised by third-' composed of three juttices
year student Dave Kimpel. If and act as the court of first imcontacted by the indicted stu- pressipn . Sanctions which the
dent before arraignment, court can impose upon finding
defense counselors provide ad- the defendant guilty include a
vice regarding the student's warning, request for restiturights, the .court's procedures, . tion, loss of privileges (consisand how a plea is entered. A tent with the offense commitplea of guilty entered upon ar- ted), disciplinary probation
raignment will usually result in (with or without loss of
the court's imposing a warning privileges), request for paror form of probation .
ticipation in a rehabilitative
Arraignments and hearings program,
recommended
are informal and no strict rules suspension or expulsion from
of evidence or procedure are University housing, recom followed . Hearings are con- mended expulsion or dismissal
ducted somewhat like trials from the University; and other
where law student prosecutors such sanctions as may be apand
defenders
present porved by SW) .
d h
h
witnesses ,
organized
The accuse
as a rig t to
arguments, opening and dos- appeal the c_ourt's decisio~
ing statements . The defendant w1thm ten days. Appeal panels,
is innocent until proven guilty also composed of three
and proof must be beyond ' justices, act as the appelate
reasonable doubt. The burden tribunal for lower court dee,of proof is on the prosecution; sions. A Supreme Court, presid-

Clubs May R~quest
Additional· Funding

Decisions of all -panels from ar
raignment thrd~gh appeals are
by two-thirds majority.
Violation of sanctions imposed can lead to contempt
charges, in which case the
defendant is notified of the fil
ing of ·charges ·and asked _,to
show cause for failure to com
ply with the sanction.
SWJ provides a means of
safeguarding a defendant' s
right to due process in a
disciplinary proceeding. The
procedures of the court assure
that the accused receives ade
quate notice of the charges,
and a fair hearing with an opportunity to present his position with evidence or an ex
planation.
For law st udents, SW) offers
a good forum for perfecting
Oral advocahskills and in•
creasing their nowledge of
substantive areas of the law.
"Working on SW) has been
good experience for me," says
Debbie LoBello. "I recom
me(ld the experience to all law
students ."

'Prince of the City,,
Seen as Flawed
by Devin

tie by little, he was drawn into
exposing his cl o sest friends
Sidney Lumet's newest film, (two of whom committed
Prince of the City, when com- suicide), until finally there was
bined with two of his earlier ,, no one left untouched . Leuci
successes, Serpico and Dog ended up being a hero to some
Day Afternoon, may be seen as (including director, Lumet), but
part of a definitive triology a treacherous rat in the eyes of
about big-city crime.
many policemen, a deluded
All three are based on real fool in the eyes of his wife, and
events . All three have a a prime target for gangster
mastery of street vernacular retaliation so that .he and his
and an acute sense of the family could never be safe
social
pressures
of · again .
metropolitan life. Although
Prince of the City is nearly - ·
Lumet has several other three hours in length, funereal
in tone, pseudo-documentary
distinguished films to his credit in < sty le, and exhaustive in
(The Pawnbroker, Twelve
Angry Men, Network) and a
great many clinkers (The Wiz,
Equus, Just Tell Me What You
Want), I think his reputation

will rest on these three films.
They are some of the best New
York ~ity movies that anyone
has ever made .
Prince of the City is based on
Robert Daley's book about a
N.Y.C. police officer, Bob
Leuci, . who assisted a federal
in,quiry into police corruption
follQwing the disappearance of
a large quantity of heroin confiscated in the famous,
"French Connection" case .
Leuci began by confessing his
own misdeeds (three minor
acts of graft during an 11 year
career) . He told federal
authorities he would never implicate his buddies (there are
certain lines he would not
cross in the name of abstract
morality) but he agreed to be
"wired" to record in criminating conversations with
big-time hoods, many of whom
he knew had shady dealings
with his colleagues on the
police force .
Leuci soon learned that he
could not control the scope of
the investigation. His personal
code of honor meant nothing
to the federal authorities . Lit-

detail. You guessed right: it ' s
not enjoyable . Perhaps
because it does not have Al
Pacino at its center, but a
rather ordinary actor . Treat
Williams (from Hair): Prince of
th·e ·city never galvanizes one's
attention the way Serpico and
Dog Day Afternoon did (and
still do). There are many fine
performances in the smaller
roles, notably Jerry Orbach as
a tough cop who .refuses to be
intimidated by the investiga
tion, but Williams is an annoy
ingly shal low actor who plays
every scene in big waves.
Prince of the City is a serious
film that many filmgoers
would find difficult to enjoy
under any circumstances, but
with a charismatic actor in the
leading role (i.e ., Robert
DiNiro) it could have been so
emotionally hypnoti c that one
would find it tragic but
pleasurable to watch.
i found it punishing - a
well-made and important film,
but something to be endured,
respected rather than liked.
Unlike True Confessions , for in
stance, which covers much the
same ,territory - probing the
heart of darkness and moral
ambiguity - Prince ·of the City
does not instill a desire to see
it a second time.
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Spears' Softa/1 Team Emerges Victorious
by Steve Getzoff
"Stanky· D" was defeated by
- Al Spears' team 7-3 in the Law
School lntra·mural Softball
League Championship game,
culminating a bizarre season in
which every team that manag
ed to tL show up the last
weekend was. in the playoffs.
The game was played at
perpetually soaked Three Mile
Island Stadium, and saw

"Stanky D"..jump out to an ear
ly 3-0 lead . Eventually,
though,Spears' boys (and girls)
were able to capitalize on
several errors to gradually pull 
away, while pitcher Karen Russ
shut the door on the "Stanky
D" hitters.
"Stanky D" earned the right
to play for the title by winning
the weekday league champion
ship in an extra inning thriller

against Rocky's Team 8-7,
while Spears' team won con
vincingly over/ Nancy's team,"
named for the pitching
phenom, Nancy Hamburg, in
the Saturday division.
Thanks and appreciation are
due to Rocky D'Aliosio for
organizing the league and see
ing it through to its conclusion
despite the frequently Un-'
cooperative weather.

-by L~ _ Berger

- by Larry Spielberg

- by Larry Spielberg
- by Larry Spielberg

Buffalo Proud of Its Long Maritime Tradi~ion
of Buffalo and set about ex
ploring the Lakes . Surely, Fran
cis was an explorer only trying
to avoid the predations of a
hostile and well organized Iro
quois Nation, but he was onto
something much more. Yet,
after just two years the Griffen
was lost one November day
and La Salle went on to the
Mississippi, leaving the Lakes
to fur traders and missionaries .
For 100 years ship traffic
was limited to Lake Ontario
unti4 the 25-ton Surprise was
built by Yankees in a French
trading post named Beau
Fleuve (they mispronounced it
Buffalo). Things then began to
move very qui ckly. In 1800
John Jacob Astor arrived from
New Yo'rk City to see if the pro
duction and shipment of pelts
could be expedited . They
could. So well, in fact, that by
. the War of 1812 American and
British .navies clashed in the
Battle of Lake Erie. Admiral
Perry succeeded in protecting
Astor;s far flung network of
trading centers and ships .
It was a commercial war and
commerce prevailed . By 1817
President Madison achieved an
understanding with the Empire
and the Lakes were officially
brought under admiralty
jurisdiction. That same year
the first large ship was built the 237-ton Ontario. And for
tune smiled . By 1820 copper
had been discovered in
Michigan ' s upper peniAsula .
One year later the 110-foot
Walk-in-the-Water was built in
Buffalo . It carried 400
passengers and cargo on its
route from Buffalo to Detroit
and Chicago.
In 1825 the Erie Canal
opened .
This
immense
speculative project succeeded
in connecting the upper Lakes
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with New York Harbor; and
Buffalo was the conduit.
Homesteaders and finished
goods sailed out and minerals
and grains went by canal barge
to the sea . The Welland Canal
opened in 1829 and brought
Lake Ontario into this commer
c ial system.
A s more farms were
established uplake, grain
became the dominant cargo
and Buffalo became the
largest milling center in the
world . In 1839, the year the
first grain cargoes reached Buf
falo from Chicago, 90 ships
operated out of the Port of
Buffalo.
The first sc rew wheel ships
entered the Lak es in 1843 when
larger copper mines were
opened along Lake Superior. In
1847, iron wa s found in Mar
quette. Within 3 year s of this
discovery a steel industry was
established on the Great Lakes .
The huge iron mines of the
Mesabi range in Minnesota
were opened in 1850. Shipping
increased dramatically and
traffic became bottle-necked
at the St. Mary's River between
Lakes Superior and Huron . A
singularly tenacious e n
trepreneur named Charles
Harvey (from Buffalo) pushed
a ca nal around the river in
1855. Tonnage passing through
Sault Ste . Marie was 14,500;
te n years later, 153,000 tons
moved through the Soo locks .
Ore
and
grain
moved
downlake; passengers, coa l
and finished produds sa iled
uplake. At this time Buffalo,
with ~ 7 railroads connecting
her to New Yor~ Harbor, and
Cleveland , through wh_ich Ap
palacian coa l entered the
Lakes, were the two most im
portant cities in this system .
But within 50 years commer-
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c ial power would move._ West amount to cross the Atlantic.
to Detroit and Chicago.
But as the 1960s came, Great
In 1869 the first great Lakes commerce began to
November gale swept the stagnate - this despite the
Lakes since major commercial openil'lg of Lakes to ''salties"
traffic had appeared." Over 100 with the completion of the St.
ships and 1,000 people simply Lawrence Seaway in 1959. Buf
disappeared . These storms falo was hit especially hard
have produced winds ap because the Seaway replaced
proaching 100 mph and 30-foot Buffalo as the gateway to the
waves and usual'ly last for
several days.
After this setback industry
and commerce grew with a
vengea nee .
By
189-5,
17,000,000 tons moved
through the Soo locks. Steel
hulled ships had become domi
nant and the first 400-foot ship,.
at 12,000 tons, was launched.
This is also about the time that
Andrew Carnegie and lohn D .
Rockefeller began to vie for
control of Lakes' shipping.
Rockefeller, headquartered in
Cleveland, soon prevailed and
immediately broke the nascent
Merchant Marine Union.
After the turn of the century,
freighters (bulk carriers) held
such massive amounts of
ca rgo that self-unloading ships
- Courtesy of The Spectrum
had to be designed to reduce
harbor time . In Buffalo the oceans . And although the ex
first automatic grain elevators port of grain has increased,
were built, replacing the backs most goes by barge down the
of Irishmen . Both automatic Mississippi to the Port of New
unloaders and standard bulk Orleans . .Lakes' tonnage ha s
ca rrier hull design were first he ld at around 200,000,000 an
developed by the Bessemer nually · for the last twenty
Iron Works for use on the years .
Lakes .
Here George Steinbrenner
On November 23, 1913, the reappears. Operating out of
second large storm ca me. Ten ' Cleveland, he and the other
ships of over 500 feet and 250 owners responded· to their
sea men were lost. But in the declining profit margins. The
next year 106 even larger first problem was to get rid of
freighters were built and older '' inefficient"s hips over
85,000,000 tons of cargo was the objections of a now 'very
shipped.
.
powerful Merchant Marine
During WWI I' almost a Union ." Using political clout
trillion tons of goods mov.ed they persuaded the Coast
on the Lakes '- four times the Guard to co.ndemn these ships

•

- Continued from page I

beginning in the late 1960s.
The supposedly "unsafe" ships
were then sold to Canadian ·
dummy corporations which
were owned by the same in
terests that had sold the ships.
Then, G~orge, et al., per
suaded Congress to pass the
Maritime Act of 1970. This
designated the Lakes as
" coastal waters", instead of an
extension of the Atlantic,
thereby allowiAg the owners to
be subsidized in the buildihg
of new larger ships. And I
mean "larger" .
Meanwhile , there was
another problem to be solved
- the Soo locks would ac
comodate s'hips of only 700
feet. George returned to the
Congress and impressed upon
it the necessity of building new
1,000 foot locks. This was ac
complished, at the price of 500
million dollars in 1978. By the
way, the largest "salties" that
can enter the Lakes are only
730 feet due to the size of the
Seaway locks.
··
With everything in pl.ace, the
owners set about building
1,000 foot behemoths . These
new super-lakers, which we
subsidized, are now plying the
Lakes even further reducing
the number of ships under
American registry . This, of
course, has damaged the Mer
chant Marine Union , and the
practice Qf American admirali
ty law. But beyond those con
siderations, is· the doubtful
structural integrity of the
freighters . These fears have
been expressed to me by
members of the Buffalo ship
ping industry. Their viability
has yet to be tested by a
November gale. We can only
hope that George is a better
ship-builder than baseball
manager. .

Placement Wishes All Good Luck in Job Search
The Director of Placement,
Alan Carrel, disclosed in a yet
unpublished report to the
Dean that Placement's efforts
have borne substantial fruit
. this year. News that over 3%
of the Class of '82 have
secured full-time jobs for next
fall was heralded as food for
unguarded optimism .
"Wow, gee whiz, " bubbled
Audrey Kq~celnick, Carrel's
First Lieutenant, as she sat in
the
nerve
center
of
Placement's operations on the
third floor.
"It's so exicting to see this
many nice boys and girls get
ting jobs. By May, we could be
up to 5%."
"We view 3% as a real
high," said Carrel, who himself
accepted part-time employ
ment downtown this year, after
graduating ,in 1967 on Law
Review.
"I'm afraid, though, that 3%
is a plateau. Any increase

above that 'figure is going to be
icing on the cake."
·
Questioned as to the
reasons for this quotient of
success, the Director offered
several answers.
"Well, first of all, the
number of firms visiting the
campus has decreased over
the last year. This is true for
New York City firms (Editor's
Note: which · have never sent
representatives to .U.B.) and
employers closer to Buffalo,
like Rochester. In fact, over
seven firms pulled out of
theN.Y.C. interview program
(dubbed SUNYAB Law "Job
Fair" to connote exclusivity).
Asked how such com
parative lack of interest and
participation would occasion
increased employment, Carrel
responded that such a
downturn forces students to
make independent efforts,
which "is by far the most suc
cessful method of job hunting

arwway."
'hardship' cases."
Boston and D .C. despite the
"You see," said Carrel, "U.B.
Stating, "No, I did not mean tight job markets in those
has refused to send around catatonic," Carrel point~d to cities, our students are flock
what is known in the business the example of Shawn Hymie ing there in great numbers
as 'bird-dogs' to drum up . Mendes-Lieberman (a part (Editor's Note: like lemmings
business. · We're receiving minority ·student) who went to the sea). We've had to put a
weekly reports that schools "right from U.B. to work for ceiling on recruitment efforts.
like Harvard and Yale are Justice Potter Stewart on -the Saturation in a place like D.C.
employing touts and women of Supreme Court."
could spell doom for our
questionable
moral
Informed that Martindale future grads. This year, we're
background to solicit the hir Hubbe-I showed no such limiting on-campus interview
ing partners of major Wall clerkship, Carrel demurred by ing to just one firm, which
Street law firms. How else stating that although he was couldn't conceivably hire
could those schools be so suc not sure in what capacity anyone from U.B. So, we're
cessful?"
Mendes-Lieberman
was cool."
In addition to disparaging employed, he was sure that the
When asked what he con
the competition, Carrel noted U .B. grad was working for
activism on the part of the U.B. Justice Stewart. (A telephone sidered his greatest success,
faculty as another reason for call to the Supreme Court of Carrel replied simply, "My own
increased success.
fices of Potter Stewart con job." .
"They [the teachers] have firmed that Mendes-Liberman
With respect to future plans
always gone to bat for our was indeed on the Justice's for the expansion, Carrel
students. Especially on behalf payroll, not as a law clerk, but hoped that U.B. could attract
of the 'little guy', who stands in rather as a vehicular naviga more law schools to interview
desperate need of such help. In tion engineer, and could not be on campus, so that then
this regard, Professors Kaplan, reached.)
students "might avoid the
Swartz, and Spanogle . have
"What we're especially stigma of a U.B. diploma" and
been catalytic in a number of proud of is our recorci in hopefully, " find a job."
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Professor Buys Car
Professor Michael ("Mick," (block) in the decisional pro
''Micky," · "the Shaft") cess came after Schaeftler sat
Schaeftler, after years of hitch down to decide what kind of
hiking and bumming rides, has car to buy .
finally bought a car. This news
"My copowations classes
came as great · relief to those have been listening to me
who had been chosen as his de cwiticize GM for six semesters
facto chauffeurs over the now. I could hardly go out and
years. And it came as a big sur buy a Twans Am ."
Know'ing too much about
prise to those who know him,
the inner workings of cor
porate America, the efferves
cent Schaeftler decided to
look to the East, where gas
economy has always been a
major consideration .
"Honda's an easy name to
pronounce . 'Owdsmobile,'
'Chevwolet,' 'Chwysler' are un
wieldy. And I hate Wee
lacoco."
Prof now ready for Buffalo
Choosing a light green Ac
p,ightlife.
cord, the thirty-four year old
as one of the most frugal and associate professor feels now
conservative members of the that he has taken command of
law school faculty.
his life and can now look for
"fooled me," said Lee ward to a more fwuitfoo (fruit
Albert, a frequent lunching ful) social wife (life).
partner. "Of course, I had
"Dates didn't like riding on
· always hoped to sell Mike my the back of my bicycle. I
Alfa. Well, I didn't want to sell thought of buying a tandem,
it. Oh, you know what I mean." but eveJ1 that gets tough dur
This decision, evidently the ing the winter."
(
Asked how he likes his new
result
of
summer-long
deliberation, was prompted by car, Schaeftler said, "Gweat. I
a - series of debacles in which get 55 miles a gallon. And I use
Profe.ssor Schaeftler found wegular. gas. I know, I know,
himself on campus late at the Hondas take unweaded.
But I bought an adapter for the
night without a ride.
"I hit a weally bad spell in no lead pump . It works gweat."
Alluding to the sparkle . his
June. Nobody was ·here. I had
just weturned from Club Med, new wheels have added to his
and the pwace was empty . It night wife, the Shaft just smil
wds awful. One night I had to ed .
" Now I can get to the Pan
sweep sitting up in my office
cake ( - anache?) and the
chaiw ."
A major stumbling bwock Pwayboy Cwub!"
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Professor Shocks
Law School

by Ed Stinker
It was revealed today that
U B Professor Virginia Leary,

erstwhile Human Rights ad
vocate, has beer) keeping four
Philippino slaves in her base
ment for the past five years .
The four were discovered
yesterday by a National Fuel
repairman, Albert Bronkhorst,
who was investigating a
neighbor's complaint regar
ding a smell of gas coming
from Ms. Leary's basement.
There, the horrifi.ed Mr.
Bronkhorst found the helots

Girth Is Hep

.Instructional Blast
by Frank htterilli
Secretary of State Alexander
Haig recently announced that
NATO has formulated ptans to
set off a "warnin1" nuclear
blast to deter a possible Rus
sian invasion of Europe. Haig
said that a strategic site would
be chosen and subsequently
blasted, "to send Rus~ia the
message that we me<!.n
business."
In an effort to appease the
citizens of any town or village
chosen for the "warning shot",
NATO and its member nations
have formulated an economic
incentive package for the
"Nuclear Annihilation Zone."
NATO has promised to see that
property taxes are cut in half
for the designated community
- · together with free garbage
pickup for one year.
Republian Jack Kemp hailed

this idea as supply-side
economics "finest hour". He
noted' that by choosing an
economically depressed area
for obJiteration, the pli!nned
tax-cut program would result
in an increased money flow
within that sector. Kemp
theor~ed that residents woutd
spend their money on a last "fl
ing" or save it, thus enabling
banks to underwrite blast
related commercial enter
prises. The former Buffalo Bills
quarterback predicted that
"such activity will result in in
creased jobs, a- kind of
mushroom effect which would
spread over the entire
economy."
Substantiating Kemp's
predictions is the appearance
of various electronic games
scheduled for distribution and
sales this Christmas . Now in
- Continued on page 9

) '

huddled together in the damp
and ill-lit cellar. " They were
chained to the waste line com
ing down from the upstairs
apartment I never saw
anything so pitiful in all my
born days" stated the still
visibly shaken Bronkhorst.
Virginia Leary could not be
reached for comment. She is
reportedly overseeing one of
her agricultural estates in El
Salvador.

l 1

by Ed Si11ldiole
Marjorie Girth, best k09wn
for her erudition in such fields
as Bankruptcy Law and
Debtor-Creditor, is also an avid
afficionado of Punk and New
Wave music.
Found last Saturday at Buf
falo's New Wave hotspot, the
Continental, the black leather
and wrist stud garbed Ms.
Girth was leading a crew of
skin-heads in an energetic ver
sion of the " L.A. Slam ."
Girth's revelry was briefly in
terrupted when a brawl broke
out on the active dance floor.
The petite Ms. Girth more than
held her own against several
later-day Johnny Rotten's . This
writer personally saw a leather
clad punk double up and sink
to his knees after receiving a
well placed boot to the 'nads
from Ms. Girth.
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Get ready for "Gun Control
and Reaganomics: A Shot in
the Arm?" Colloquium spon
sored by S. B . A . Guest
speakers: Cleveland ~Amory,
Cesar Cedeno, Claudine
tonget. Thanksgiving, 3 p.m.,
Talbert Bullpen.
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National Lawyers Guild An
nual Field Trip to U.S. Court
House, Buffalo. Courthouse
steps lecture: "Close Your
Eyes, Click Your Heels, and It
Will Wither Away." Dish-to
pass required (food optional);

plates to be collected a_nd
mailed to Kathy Boudin. (Ad
dendum: NLG-sponsored lec
ture entitled "Federal Prisons"
by Ms. Boudin, originally
scheduled for 1/27/82, has
been postponed until_2/8/97, 3
p.m ., Moot Court.)
Conservative Lawyers Club
' meeting: 12/1/81, 2 p.m .,
O'Brian Hall, Sears Library,
Carrel 346 (pending availabili
ty). Elections. Speakers to be
announced. Casual dress.
First Annual Class of 1983

Ethics Reunion Please prepare
pages 1-2486 (omit pages
1178-79) of Proust's Remem
brance of Thit1gs Past for
discussion . Tonight. Arby's,
1395 Niagara Falls Blvd.
"The Reagan Revolution :
Rebirth of McCarthyism?"
Since the death of _ Edgar
Bergen, we've heard little from
Charlie McCarthy. Professor
Howard Mann will speculate
upon the burgeoning Red · ·
Menace, specifically upon the
Soviets and their "puppet"
regimes . Shea's Buffalo,
1 /1/82, 8 p.m. (Sold out).

© Copyright 1981, Onion, SBA. This lampoon issue of
Onion was done in fun. We hope ev.eryone takes this issue
in the manner in which it was intended. References to real
persons is purely coincidental. WARNING : The Press
Secretary General has determined that taking this issue
seriously may be hazardous to your health!
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! CHICKEN______________
THINGS*!J
1----------Little piec~s of chicken anatomy.
Sliced and cut to obscure i'dentification .
Tender, moist, and often surprisingly supple.
No bones, no wings, no feathers_.
·OFFER NOT GOOD FOR VETERNARY STUDENTS

SBA. Prez 1-s ·cermanophile
UB Law is fortunate to have
in its midst a resident expert in
the field of PrussianLaw . Robin
Romeo, called by many of her
closer friends "The Mini
Fuhrer," has devoted much of
her academic career towards
the mastery of the arcane laws
and procedural devices of 9t
to van Bismarck's Prussia .
Ms. Romeo, who admits to
an admiration for most things
German (except sauerkraut,
she . avers), can also boast . of
one of the largest collections
of German period costume on
the Niagara Frontier. - " I' m
especially proud of my leather
Prussian crossing guard
uniform . When I wear it with
my fishnet stockings and spik
ed heels, I just feel tingly all
over," says Robin .

WOOTIE'S
W-1119

Ding llling
200

"'~ ~

LIVE
CHICKENS

~~'~41

Limited Offer
Explns12/31111

MUT/1..A TED HENS RETURNED TO OUR HUMANE AKRON
FARMS FOR 24 HR. EGG PRODUCTION.

BRA REVIEW ASSOCIATES PRESENT

BUST REVIEW COURSE
*Last year, no one studying for the New York Bar exam
took Bra/Bri. ·
*We offer the only 'PG' rated videotape lectures in the Nor•
thcast.
*Those signing up before Dec. 15th will receive a FREE wet
t-shirt imprinted with the Bra/Bri logo - "Be a Bra/Bri
Balloon Smuggler!"
*Special student discount of up to 25 % available to descrv•
ing female applicants.
Dec. l - Stan Chest will lecture on the ad""ntages of the
Bra/Bri approach .
Bna/Bri Representatit1es:

Sara Hunt
Debbie Cohen

Caitlin McCormick
Karen Stifter

Ell-Hoblka

EllenDlcka
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In Headgreiner's most re
cent comparison _gf Uriited
States Law schools, Buffalo
nipped Harvard in having the
highest quality legal education
ifl the country . The students,
faculty, -and administration
were all beaming in the halls of
O ' Brian, since this ranking
showed a jump of 16 places in

just a year. Buffalo Interna
tional Airport was jammed
with recruiters from Wall
Street firms who had recon
sidered on-campus interview
programs.
Some of the factors con 
sidered by this highly regarded
study were:
1. Amount of snow.
2. Creativity of academic
programming.
Premier Issue

EACH PATRON GIVEN RAZOR SHARP MACHETE. CHOP
OFF AS MANY WINGS AS YOU CAN IN THREE MINUTES.
THEN WE FRY THEM IN OUR SPECIAL RED SAUCE.

political dissent, the petite Ms.
Romeo, with a strange far-off
look in her eyes, stated icily,
"You
hat
relatiffs
in
Germany?"

T~ying Harder··Pays Off
by Rick Roberts

I .

" / vant· th e negatiff! "
M s. Romeo is the current
president of the Student Bar
Association. When asked what
she thought of the Nazi
method of dealing with

In 1h11 IHue:
How To BIii Your
Cllentl After A Nuclear
Holoc.u,t
Dre11lng Sharp For •
Fallout - The LltHt
Look In ThrN•Plece
Leacl-llned Sult•
Radio-active EYldence
Tainted Fruit or
What?
Mutant Juror, Should You ExerclH A
Peremptory
Challenge?
Plua/ An Interview With
Nevllle Shoot, Author
of On tile Benell
Cooking With
radiated LegumH

SURVIVAL LAWYER
Tho Magazine For lho Allornoy
IIHdy For lhe Alomic Age

3. The degree to which the
schools resemble' fortresses.
4. Research Directors of
libraries (kePp dazzling them,
Karen).
5. Arbitrary manner in which
members of Law Review and
Moot Court Board are chosen .
6. Incoherence of first year
professors .
7. Availability of chicken
wings in the area .

Apologia
To the Editor:
I want to take exception to
recent written comments
made by Robert Klump in your
newspaper. As the Reagan Ad
ministration's budget director
and formerly chief spokesper
son on economic and political
theory for the Reagan ·ad
ministration, I have a certain
sense about the way things are
running in Washington . In
other words, Mr. Klump has
made a raving [deleted] ot
himself.
Come on Bob. I made up
half of the numbers that you
used to defend Reaganomics.
There was no need to add '
- figures up properly anyhow.·
Congress likes to see good
numbers. It makes their job
easier. It's . -a pity that you
found those numbers · so in
teresting, because mos.tly they
are miscalculations. Sorry.

.

With regards to Jack Kemp,
David Stockman

J

.B,too·dy Co_u-p Rock-s-Moot C·ourt'· Extreinely
Flames and screams colored
· the chaotic scene in the base
ment of O'Brian Hall today, as
second year students over
threw the Moot Court Board.
Frustrated by obnoxious ques
tions
and
humiliating
criticisms, students gave up
trying to get on the board in
the traditional manner and
resorted to violence.
One rebel blurted "Hey,
guns talk; arguments walk!" as
he filled members of the pro
blem committee with bullet
holes. After kicking in the door
to the office, another second
year student
gleamed,
"Awright! Now I can put it on
my resume!"
Lynn . Monaco and Andrea

Roth 1could not comment on
the s'ituation, as they were
both tied and gagged. The
Dean was also not available
for comment. However, Cleo

told Onion reporters he sud
denly decided to go on sab
batical to -,'rethink the Buffalo
Model," and would transmit a
reply shortly.

Notes ...
****Professor Spanogle was
rumored to have been offered
the job of host on "Let's Make
A Secured Transaction," a new
game show on ABC-TV. Decli
ning the offer, Spanogle said,
"I have more fun playing
teacher."
****A recent article in the
Courier Express (Sunday, Nov.
15) detailing the dynamics of
student-teacher romance
raised more than a few
eyebrows in - the law school.
Although such affairs are
evidently the exception rather
the the rule at U. B., uneasy

Board members moments before tragedy.

Random
coughing was heard in the
vicinity of the faculty. library
on Monday when the topic was
discussed. Plans for a faculty
seminar entitled, "What to Do
When Your Student Lover
Graduates" have been made,
however, and it is expected to
draw a large audience. ****Former law student and
U .B. Alumnus Ed Stinker will
give his famous "I Shot John
Kennedy" talk in the Moot
Court
Auditorium
on
November 22, 1981 . Next year,
Stinker plans to lecture on his
- Continued on page 4

Effects of Drugs on Law Students When Taken Singly and in Combination
Alcohol

Marijuana

Your a brilliant, witty guy. You're mellow. Everybody
You're sha~ a tack, and is coming to you . Women
the women know it. You'd . sense your power. You
probably be able to answer need to sit down, that's all.
the professor's question, if You decide to do an in
only you didn't .-have to dependent study on " Enter
tainment Law "
ne'xt
take a leak so bad.
semester with Reis .

You can really understand
the point just made by the
professor. It really makes
sense. You feel you know
exactly what the correct
answer to tha·t question is.
You raise your hand .. .
then realize class has been
over for ten minutes.

(fl
\

,

:

Quaaludes

Cocaine

LSD

You're thinking about
Karen-Ann Quinlan being
the official New Jersey
State vegetable, and how
nasty it would be to go into
a coma for five years . You
wonder whether the Ad
ministration would let you
take a leave of absence if
you do. ·· Your cheekbones
grow numb and all of a sud
den the floor-is flying up at
you. Oh shit . _- .

You 're smiling. You're hav
ing great fun . The Spectrum
was never so interesting.
You decide to check the
mailroom. Nothing in your
box . You want to talk to
somebody about it. There
is no one to talk to, so you
decide to take a piss in
stead .

You 're> rea lly in control.
Y0 u see a lot ot sq uat peo
pl e" walking around . All ot
thos e peoplP speaking so
slowly . Time to go Shepar
diLe Montan a Appellate
Court dPcisions, just tor the
hell ot it. M aybP lat er
you 'll put on your 111,iroon
double-knit sla ck, ,1110 ln
d1,rn jewelry and go to th e
Marriott . You tee l
a
,urP thing tonight .

Alcohol

Sitting in class is really
cool. Except for the woman
next .to you picking her
nose. You ponder a cause
of I action for mental
anguish as you wince at the
sight. Your mouth is real
dry, so you drink some
machine coffee left from
the previous class . It tastes
okay.

You understand how to get
a temporary restraining
order in any country in the
world . You're an expert in
your field at age 23 . Boy,
are you going to have lots
of women when you ex
plain to them how intense
you are.

Hey-maybe those bats
aren't the evil venomous
creatures you think they
are. After all, didn't you
just see Barbara Blumen
thal leave holding hands
with one?

Marijuana

All that pressure is off you.
The Law School experience
is really quite mellow . The
numbness in ·your feet is
creeping up your legs. You
wonder what class is about
today, it's hard to follow,
you wonder if you're going
to have a job when you
graduate, and you don't
care.

The law library is a really Jesus! Was it a mistake to
well carpeted place. You drop acid and those 714's
are waiting to talk to the and go to Corporate Tax.
reference I ibrarian, you Everyone sounds ·like
look down her blouse, you Mickey Mouse. But, oh
smirk, you realize your foot God-Mickey Mo'use is not
is tapping away at a very recognized for tax purfast rate. You forget law . poses because rodents
school and go home and have a Section 501 deduc
put on a Stones album . tion ... Good thing those
Numbness and a fast heart 'ludes are calming you
beat are good for con down. Oh Lord - Del Cotto
has called on you . Your
templation .
heart stops, you feel a
sharp pain, all is darkne55.
You die.

Quaaludes

You 're a ta sc mating con
v e r s at ion a I is t . Untor 
tunately, you 're talking to
yourselt . No bother- no
one seems to notice. No
one seems to noticf' the
giant drooling bats in 112
either . You wonder why
nothing lik e this every hap
pens on day-time T.V.

Cocaine

Everything
is
one.
Everything is Cardozo. You
are Cardozo and. Del Cotto.
The Code is the Bible.
Everything is centered . Ex
cept for the giant bats
hanging from the ceiling of
112. They're looking at you
now.

LSD

,1 ·,

You're really motivated to
work. You want to finish all
your course work early this
semester. Sleep is a foreign
thing to you. You're totally
psyched to get all H's. You
are fucking invincible. Too
bad you have to get up
from your study carrel to
piss every_5 minutes.
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·commie Prof Makes Buffalo His Home

- Continued from page J
latest pet topic, "Hinckley and
the 'I thought I was balling
Jodie Foster' Defense."
****Law student found awake
in Agency and Partnership Fred
"Weasel
Brain"
Krapowski .

Prof. Freeman relaxes with fellow traveller Betty Mensch.
that's what we learned in
civics."
The Onion: "Do you agree
with the move towards using
constitutional amendments as
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a means of precluding judicial
review?"
Freeman: What?"
The Onion: "What do you
think of the Hyde Amendment
and its progeny?"
Freeman: "~'ve never met its
children, but aren't you aski~g
about my views on abortion?"
The Onion: "In a way, no.
But
we
would
be
interested ..."
Freeman: "I'd have to have
one before I could answer
that."
The Onion: "Perhaps, then,
you could discuss your initial
impressions of U.B."
Freeman: "You mean my
own thoughts about the
school?"
The Onion: "In so far as the
same might be understood,
without the Commie rhetoric ."
Freeman: "O.K . It has nice
offices . The iibrary is big. And
Al Katz is a pretty funky guy."
The Onion: "Any minuses?"
Freeman: "You mean bad
things?"
The Onion: "Yes."
Freeman: " Bill Greiner .
Room 112. And the student
body ."
The Onion: "What's wrong
with the latter?"
Freeman : "You mean
students?"
'-The Onion: "Yes."
Freeman: "I 'd rather not
generalize. But take Justin
White, for example."
The Onion: "What's wrong
with him?"
Freeman: "What's right? "
The Onion: "WeH for one
thing, he' s graduating next
semester."
Freeman: "Thank God."
The Onion: "Amen."
Freeman: "Don't get me
wrong, though. I'm very hapJ>y
here."
The Onion: "How long do
you plan to stay in Buffalo? "
Freeman: At least until next
week ."
The Onion: " But you said
you liked it here,"
Freeman: " Buffalo is like sex .
Nine months later. you wish ·
you hadn' t come."
The Onion: "O.K., that's
enough . Thank you for agree
ing to be interviewed . We wish
you every success ."
Freeman: Thank you , Com
rade .
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Random
Notes ...

(An exile from the University
of Minnesota, where he taught
for a "while," Assistant Pro
fessor Alan Freeman is the
latest edition to the law facul
ty . A pseudo-intellectual,
Freeman has come to U.B.
highly recommended by the
Golden Gophers coaching
staff. Interviewed at home, the
expert in constitutional law
drank glass after glass of Rip
ple 'Sec' w_hile, the Onion con
ducted its rnterrogation .) ·

ference?"
Freeman: "Marxists believe
in Marx, Leninists believe in
Lenin ."
The Onion: "What effect do
these radical political views
have on your teaching of con
stitutional law?"
Freeman: "That's a good
question. Actually, none. I
teach American constitutional
law. Lenin was Russian ."
The Onion: "As a Leninist,
however, don' t you have a
peculiar interpretation of
The Onion : "Professor American constitutional
Freeman, our first question history?"
Freeman : "I'm . not sure
necessarily has to do with your
ideological views . It is 'pecu_li.ar' is the right word, but
rumored that you are a Marx- I know what you mean."
ist."
" As a matter of fact, I think
Freeman: "Not true. I'm a tt e Constitution is a piece ot
Leninist."
p ,per, with 17, 351 words, and
The Onion: "What's the dif- w ·Itten in English. At least

Extremely

****PAD
will
hold
an
Underwear Sale in January.
Used 2nd and 3rd year briefs
and panties will be sold on the
5th floor. Second semester
students are urged to "step into a pair."
·
****A new game
"Faculty
Live-in Bingo" - was intro
duced this Fall to enliven an
otherwise staid and boring
social scene among professors.
So far, there have only been
two winners.
****Hiring for legal jobs is
down this year, according to
an informal survey conducted
by members of the Buffalo
Law Review . "Nobody's
hiring," announced Jon
Malamud. "There are no jobs
for next year." Lamenting that
he should -have stayed at
Toledo, the third year editor
remarked, "At least there I'd
have a shot at the Toledo
clerkship on the Supreme
Court."
****"The difficulty we have
with U,B. students" was part of
a survey sent to the hiring part
ners of. large local firms, in an
effort to determine the causes
for low hiring ratios . Audrey
Koscelniak released several
"representative" responses in
the hope that the interviewing
process could be made easier.
In order of frequency:
(1) "Bad Breath"
(2) "Can't be told apart. The
men wear three piece suits
with padded shoulders - the
women blue suits with ribbon
bow ties."
(3) Falsify Resumes
(4) State that they love Buf
falo in the most insincere man
ner
(5) Fart during interviews.
****Late Flash
Janet
" Lucky" Lindgren, U . B.'s
charismatic Con-Torts pro
fessor, has accepted a tenured
faculty position at the woild
renowned Esalen Institute of
Zen, Law, and OneRe~s.
located in scenic Monterrey,
California .
Ms. Li-ndgren could not be
reached for comment regar
ding this sudden career
change. She is said to be out of
town, investigating retailing
abuses in the hot tub industry.
**** Louis "Eat My Shorts"
Swartz. U.B.'s dyna111ic Family
Law professor. has found a
lucrative second career as a
star of porno films . Swartz.
known to cognoscienti of this
much maligned art form as
Johnny Cucumber. has ap
peared in such blockbuster
hits as " Study Carrel Carol, "
" Eskimo Pie, " and " Thirty
Seconds Over Stockholm ."
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